
JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

TITLE:             Office Assistant – Document Scanning 

 

REPORTS TO:          Assistant Director of Admissions and Student Records 

 

BASIC FUNCTION:     Prepares all documents to be scanned.  Insures all records are 

scanned accurately and on a timely basis.  Archives files for 

retention and/or destruction. 

 

CLASSIFICATION:      Career Service Employee  

 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 
1. Responsible for accurately converting applicant and student records and documents to the  

document management system.  Including all documents essential to building the student 
record from initial application and admission through graduation clearance.   
 

2. Provide staff support for maintaining all records from their arrival to temporary archiving and  
on to permanent file retention and/or destruction consistent with state and campus policy. 

 
3. Assists with establishing and maintaining student records. 
 
4. Ensures compliance with Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and follows 

guidelines and procedures for confidentiality and integrity of information.  
 
5. Types correspondence and assists other staff with processing of data and preparation of reports 

as necessary. 
 
6. Assists in providing staff support to the Admissions and Student Records counter as needed.  
 
7, Dates and sorts mail for the Admissions and Student Records Office and arranges for daily 

outgoing mail. 
 
8. Assists with the distribution and processing of FASTER green bar reports. 
 
9. Performs data entry to database systems as necessary.        
 
10. Assists in assembling new information packets and re-stacking of all materials in the Admissions 

and Records area lobby.  Insures forms are current. 
 
11. Participates in cross-training activities in order to meet departmental workflow demands.  
 
12.      Performs other duties as assigned. 
 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 

 

Standard high school diploma or GED.  Must have experience operating a personal computer, 

and using word processing, spreadsheet, and database software.  Must have proven abilities 

with interacting successfully with people, including excellent communication, customer service, 

and organizational skills.  Must be detail oriented. 

 

Keyboarding Speed:  35 net words per minute with 95% accuracy 

Proofreading I:  70% accuracy 

Alphabetical Filing:  70% accuracy  
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